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ABSTRACT : In order to improve the touristic potentiality, a novel sustainable strategy for fruition of a 

cultural site, based on a live game (Escape room) is here proposed. Particularly, the live game is aimed at 

involving different types of participants, aligning it with their specific profiles, such as children, adults and 

scholars, providing deeper knowledges of the Spanish Civil War history, that for a long time was a taboo for 

local people, taking the form of an educational fun game. However, the current post-Francoist policy, 

implemented in recent decades, showed the history highlighting different points of view. The aims are reaching 

a huge amount of people around the world (educational point of view), spreading at the same time the cultural, 

natural, historical peculiarities (cultural enhancement assets), and allowing it to earn economics resources with 

the final purpose of investing them in the area (welfare state), preserving the cultural and natural value of this 

site over the time.  

The values of this study are teaching children the historical facts and improving awareness among adults, 

proposing a sustainable ecotourism approach. Indeed, is very important to know what happened in the past to 

avoid any recurrences. 

KEYWORDS: cultural-natural heritage, educational strategy, game based on Escape-room, green economy, 

welfare state   

I. INTRODUCTION 
The cultural site was the scenario of a bloody battle, during the Spanish Civil War, classified as the 

“first modern battle” because of forces employed. In this area (the valley of Jarama) until today little has 

changed, such as the trenches and bunkers used by both sides that serving as a prompt of the past conflict. 

Besides the natural environment is well-preserved, the hills around the Jarama River abounding with flora. 

The main focus of this study is proposing a dynamic strategy in order to disseminate the cultural value 

of “Trenches of Cerro de la Oliva” area, which is a recording of Jarama battle (Spanish civil war), that is still 

felt for Spanish people. This area ubicated in the Rivas-vaciamadrid (South-Est Regional Park, Madrid) between 

“Jarama and Manzanares” rivers, is classified as cultural site by WTO (World Tourism Organization) also 

representing a geological, palaeontological and geomorphological peculiar territory. It represents a unique 

warlike architecture, attributable to the Francois’ dictatorship, built (1937) from Republicans forces to oppose 

Nationalist (Beevor 2006). Furthermore, in 2016 the South-Est Regional Park in Madrid has been classified as 

Spanish Historical-Natural Protected Area (López Nieva 2005).  

The proposal tries to improve the state of conservation of this warlike architecture, the knowledges on this 

natural environment, where peculiar flora and fauna coexisting in an equilibrated ecosystem and the 

identification of management approaches.   

This study could be classified as dynamic strategy for education, enhancement and welfare state. In fact, the 

thesis is focused on the improvement of history knowledges, sustainable tourism standards (eco-tourism) and 

economical chance to plough back the benefits obtained from this tourism activity on the surrounding area 

guaranteeing profits to citizens. 

  
II. Methodology 

All the historical, natural and cultural peculiarities are given through the Escape Room Game (ERG), a 

viral-international tag, able to reach a huge amount of people around the world, increasing the social 

involvement of the participants (Takagi 2004). The game has been tailored in order to propose a new 

educational method focalized on learning by playing strategy. Specifically, the game is developed as a “touristic 

gymkhana”, in which a defined number of activities (Escape-room game steps) perform the common thread 

following a goal (Palla et al. 2019). 
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III. BENEFITS FROM TOURISM ACTIVITY 

Previously to benefits analysis, the study evaluates two kinds of accountings: i) the optimistic one, that 

is the financial accounting due to the “reductionist concept” which means that the enterprise is “only an 

algebraic-sum of financial factors of production” studied in a defined time lapse (Weygandt et al. 2018); ii) the 

realistic one, consequent to a “holistic concept” (Asonitou 2015) describing an enterprise like an overall-vision 

of the company itself (marketing, distribution, publicity, welfare state, good governance, customer degree of 

satisfaction, etc.). The study described the “reductionist concept” (first economic evaluation model) of this 

potential activity. Particularly, in Table 1, the potential economic costs to run the business is highlighted in the 

following points: Fixed costs, not depending on the amount of production/services-provided and other costs, 

corresponding to legal requirements (sales platform, insurances, etc.); Variable costs, related to the amount of 

activities provided to the participants, in which the hypothesis is to insert the professionals guide salary 

(guessing it is money per hour) that could be exactly estimated and production costs; Break-even point 

corresponding to a defined budget evaluated in a pre-starting period, by which a hypothetical number of 

activities (173), the enterprise is still in loss (McEachern 2012; Tucker 1963). 

Table1. Potential economic costs to run the business 

Fixed costs Variable costs* Break-Even point (loss) 

Challenge self-employed Guide salary (€/hour) Up to 173
rd

 activity** 

Self-employed policy Production costs  

Other costs ***(Legal requirements, 

sales platform, insurances, etc.) 

  

* These costs are related to the amount of activities provided to the participants, in which the hypothesis is to 

insert the professionals guide salary, guessing it is money per hour; ** Up to this number of activities the 

enterprise is in loss; *** Commission on sales (8%). 

 

Instead in Table 2, the Potential benefits are estimated with a plus of 18% on costs reduced to 10% by 

paying 8% of commission on sales; Even break-point corresponds to a budget evaluated in a pre-starting period, 

by which a hypothetical number of activities (174) are needed to start earning benefits. 

 

Table 2. Potential benefits 

Percentage of valued benefits Even break-point (gaining) 

18% per activity* From 174
th

 activity** 

*
Benefits = sale price – costs (sale price = costs + 18% of costs.) 

**From this number of activities, the enterprise is gaining.  

 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AREA ANALYSIS 
In order to choose the geographic area (city, landscape, etc.), peculiar elements are needed. 

Specifically, this area is ubicated on south-east part in Madrid, a European prime metropolis which has a huge 

number of tourists per year. The chose to develop the enterprise in Rivas-vaciamadrid is made easier because it 

is the fourth biggest district in the whole Madrid region (50.000 people), simply reachable by highway, public 

transports (train, metro, buses). Comparing with the surrounding districts of Madrid, Rivas-vaciamadrid has one 

of the lowest rates of population at risk of poverty.  

The great quality of life is consequent to several points of views: social point (urban expansion, 

requalification and economic reinvestments in the area, abundance of job opportunities, a high number of 

schools, etc.); historical point (data base of the historical cultural heritage of the Spanish civil war, valorization 

of Jarama battle remains); environmental point, place of inestimable ecological value included in the South-east 

regional park (ww.rivasciudad.es). 
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V. MARKET STUDY 
In a typical business plan, the financial factors are analyzed belong the purposes that might be social-

economical-environmental, it means that the analysis will bring the shareholders, internal interested people 

(Dyck and Zingales 2004) to decide. The chose is based on knowledges, these may be got from internal 

enterprises’ information useful for production, marketing, publicity, sales departments, as well as stakeholders, 

external interested people (Freeman and Reed 1983), but mainly to the Director Executor Manager. The target 

of participants, reporting an activity that allows shareholders having this information by using itemised surveys. 

It is summarized in Exhibit 1.  

 

 
 

Exhibit 1 Graphic summary of the potential qualitative statistic sample survey. 

 
V.I. DATA ANALYSIS INTERPRETATION  

In this case study the survey took a sample of 44 people, highlighting that almost whole sample is 

interested on knowing the historical past (HT), indeed developing an activity in the natural environment (ET) 

surrounding the cultural asset, performing a correct conservation strategy (CHC).  Furthermore, people already 

know what Escape-room game is (ERG-PE), being intrigued by its application on planned touristic visits. 

Referring to (G) and (A) female and people between 16-25 and 65+ years old, are most interested. 

 

V.II. COMPETITORS ANALYSIS  

Also called benchmarking, is a necessary activity for the enterprises that wish they collocate in a digital 

market strategic position (Dechter 2003). It means studying the competitors through an on-line analysis 

highlighting the relationship between them and the public, also what degree of satisfaction customers have. The 

marker classifies three types of competitors: i) directs, them offering the same products (i.e. Pi theory room, 

Escape-room-yaebi); ii) indirects, whose offer products of comparable quality; iii) potentials, all competitors of 

same sector not offering equivalent products. Within this framework, is peculiar to know a referral market, 

carried out by “Swot process”, in which different enterprises are evaluated for their points of strengths, 

weaknesses, opportunities, threats (Armstrong 2006). Finally, identified the competitor enterprises, the study 

brought an innovation, in fact the enterprises providing the Escape Room Game, use that as well as leisure 

activity. In this specific case the activity tries to report the feelings of Spanish civil war, through the alternative 

practice of the same ERG activities, raising awareness about past history.  

 

 

VI. FINANCIAL FLOWS 
Although the ERG site is needed, all remaining activities are developed through inter-connected 

networks. Respecting the eco-tourism practice (Mirsanjari 2012), the ERG doesn’t need a physical sale 

department, employers and infrastructure, supporting a new technological market approach, reducing potential 
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pollution processes. In order to make this approach sustainable, the main sale-flows must be digital selling and 

booking platforms, as well as Civitatis (Civitatis.com), that works as Trip-advisor model. In fact, customers can 

book a service, including participation ticket/code, information on game steps and latterly leave query, 

comments and evaluate the guide. The key of a good sale is “promotion and advertising”. Frequently to promote 

a product in the e-commerce era, enterprises need a sophisticated social-networks such as Facebook, Instagram 

or Twitter, taking advantages for their fastness in getting a huge number of customers around the world, 

reducing several costs (Fifer 1989). 

Furthermore managers, creating virtual trading-platform, blog site, on-line brochure, can publish 

updates on visit guide, special promotion, discounts, time schedules, receiving the feed-backs of potentials 

participants through the reviews. Focusing on public relationship, the enterprises would activate a customer 

service. A lot of businesses think it is a cost center, non-recognizing that is an opportunity for the enterprise to 

grow. In fact, it is the main source for the customer communication, leaving them share their feed-back. A good 

quality communication could be reached hiring personable service, which means gaining confidence by an 

efficacy service support (Goebel 2018.) 

For the customer satisfaction, the service must be quickly and focused to reducing waiting-times and 

solving their problems faster than competitors (Boxwell 1994). By now, the satisfaction depends on the social 

ranking gained from the company in the referred network market. In order to reach a social high level, customer 

service department has to clearly know the social-listening method (Barysevich 2018); based on: i) frequent 

updates communication by e-mail; ii) quality of contents and number of followers; iii) customers and users 

reviews and evaluation; iv) competitor products faults and deficient aspects; v) main appeals of competitor 

solving problems processes. Consequently, the process has to be supervised by ad hoc brand - monitorer who 

verifies quality and fastness of the service (Wang 2011). 

 
 

VII. CONCLUSION 
Tourism allows countries to have many economic resources, that increase the employ percentage, 

improving the economic growth and welfare. In this paper, Spanish site is reported as an applicative example of 

welfare state improving by tourism. In fact, from 2016 to 2019, Spanish INE (National Statistical Institute), 

tourism have contributed to gross domestic product (GDP) increasing the same about 12.3%, generating 2.62 

million new job positions (12.7 % total employment) that had permitted earnings of euros of around 147 billion. 

From 2020, all over the world has changed the idea about a tourism conception that had divided 

theorists on a subject, the eco-tourism, a new original and innovative point of view to develop tourism sector. In 

the past last years, in fact, eco-theorists addressed to the economic field a treatment focused on the coevolution 

of human economies and natural ecosystems, both contemporaneously.   

The economic process (green economy) has been seeing as a subsystem of Earth's larger ecosystem, by 

emphasizing the preservation of natural, ecological, environmental structure. Founded in 80’ years is studied as 

well as a modern discipline born to counteract environmental issues brought from humans and the human 

ecosystem, such as irreversibility of environmental changes, uncertainty of long-term outcomes and also of the 

earth strength to face up human pollution (Xepapadeas 2008; Scott-Cato 2009; Anderson 2012). 

The Eco-Economics innovation represents a fundamental shift for more effective, resourceful, 

environment-friendly and resource‐saving technologies that could alleviate the consequences of climate change, 

at the same time challenge resource exhaustion and environmental collapse (van den Bergh 2001).  

This study proposes a strategy, being structured for a Spanish heritage that can be easily transferred to 

all over the cultural sites to enhance their green conservation and valorization. It would be mainly based on the 

mutual respect between nature and humans. Actually, if tourism respected nature, it would adapt effortlessly to 

its access, letting all social classes enjoy it, performing a novel policy of education (learning by playing). 
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